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(c) Installation of engines of not more than 
1,830 cubic inches displacement and not having 
a certificated take-off rating of more than 1,350 
horsepower. Engines of not more than 1,830 
cubic inches displacement and not having a 
certificated take-off rating of more than 
1,350 horsepower which necessitate a major 
modification of redesign of the engine instal-
lation may be installed, if the engine fire 
prevention and fire protection are equivalent 
to that on the prior engine installation. 

(d) Installation of engines of more than 1,830 
cubic inches displacement or having certificated 
take-off rating of more than 1,350 horsepower. 
Engines of more than 1,830 cubic inches dis-
placement or having certificated take-off 
rating of more than 1,350 horsepower may be 
installed if compliance is shown with the en-
gine installation requirements of Part 4b: 
Provided, That where literal compliance with 
the engine installation requirements of Part 
4b is extremely difficult to accomplish and 
would not contribute materially to the ob-
jective sought, and the Administrator finds 
that the experience with the DC–3 or L–18 
airplanes justifies it, he is authorized to ac-
cept such measures of compliance as he finds 
will effectively accomplish the basic objec-
tive. 

4. Establishment of new maximum certificated 
weights. An applicant for approval of new 
maximum certificated weights shall apply 
for an amendment of the airworthiness cer-
tificate of the airplane and shall show that 
the weights sought have been established, 
and the appropriate manual material ob-
tained, as provided in this section. 

NOTE: Transport category performance re-
quirements result in the establishment of 
maximum certificated weights for various 
altitudes. 

(a) Weights–25,200 to 26,900 for the DC–3 and 
18,500 to 19,500 for the L–18. New maximum 
certificated weights of more than 25,200 but 
not more than 26,900 pounds for DC–3 and 
more than 18,500 but not more than 19,500 
pounds for L–18 airplanes may be established 
in accordance with the transport category 
performance requirements of either Part 4a 
or Part 4b, if the airplane at the new max-
imum weights can meet the structural re-
quirements of the elected part. 

(b) Weights of more than 26,900 for the DC–3 
and 19,500 for the L–18. New maximum certifi-
cated weights of more than 26,900 pounds for 
DC–3 and 19,500 pounds for L–18 airplanes 
shall be established in accordance with the 
structural performance, flight characteris-
tics, and ground handling requirements of 
Part 4b: Provided, That where literal compli-
ance with the structural requirements of 
Part 4b is extremely difficult to accomplish 
and would not contribute materially to the 
objective sought, and the Administrator 
finds that the experience with the DC–3 or L– 
18 airplanes justifies it, he is authorized to 

accept such measures of compliance as he 
finds will effectively accomplish the basic 
objective. 

(c) Airplane flight manual-performance oper-
ating information. An approved airplane flight 
manual shall be provided for each DC–3 and 
L–18 airplane which has had new maximum 
certificated weights established under this 
section. The airplane flight manual shall 
contain the applicable performance informa-
tion prescribed in that part of the regula-
tions under which the new certificated 
weights were established and such additional 
information as may be necessary to enable 
the application of the take-off, en route, and 
landing limitations prescribed for transport 
category airplanes in the operating parts of 
the Civil Air Regulations. 

(d) Performance operating limitations. Each 
airplane for which new maximum certifi-
cated weights are established in accordance 
with paragraphs (a) or (b) of this section 
shall be considered a transport category air-
plane for the purpose of complying with the 
performance operating limitations applica-
ble to the operations in which it is utilized. 

5. Reference. Unless otherwise provided, all 
references in this regulation to Part 4a and 
Part 4b are those parts of the Civil Air Regu-
lations in effect on September 1, 1953. 

This regulation supersedes Special Civil 
Air Regulation SR–398 and shall remain ef-
fective until superseded or rescinded by the 
Board. 

[19 FR 5039, Aug. 11, 1954. Redesignated at 29 
FR 19099, Dec. 30, 1964] 

SPECIAL FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATION 
NO. 109 

1. Applicability. Contrary provisions of 14 
CFR parts 21, 25, and 119 of this chapter not-
withstanding, an applicant is entitled to an 
amended type certificate or supplemental 
type certificate in the transport category, if 
the applicant complies with all applicable 
provisions of this SFAR. 

Operations 

2. General. 
(a) The passenger capacity may not exceed 

60. If more than 60 passenger seats are in-
stalled, then: 

(1) If the extra seats are not suitable for 
occupancy during taxi, takeoff and landing, 
each extra seat must be clearly marked (e.g., 
a placard on the top of an armrest, or a 
placard sewn into the top of the back cush-
ion) that the seat is not to be occupied dur-
ing taxi, takeoff and landing. 

(2) If the extra seats are suitable for occu-
pancy during taxi, takeoff and landing (i.e., 
meet all the strength and passenger injury 
criteria in part 25), then a note must be in-
cluded in the Limitations Section of the Air-
plane Flight Manual that there are extra 
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seats installed but that the number of pas-
sengers on the airplane must not exceed 60. 
Additionally, there must be a placard in-
stalled adjacent to each door that can be 
used as a passenger boarding door that states 
that the maximum passenger capacity is 60. 
The placard must be clearly legible to pas-
sengers entering the airplane. 

(b) For airplanes outfitted with interior 
doors under paragraph 10 of this SFAR, the 
airplane flight manual (AFM) must include 
an appropriate limitation that the airplane 
must be staffed with at least the following 
number of flight attendants who meet the re-
quirements of 14 CFR 91.533(b): 

(1) The number of flight attendants re-
quired by § 91.533(a)(1) and (2) of this chapter, 
and 

(2) At least one flight attendant if the air-
plane model was originally certified for 75 
passengers or more. 

(c) The AFM must include appropriate lim-
itation(s) to require a preflight passenger 
briefing describing the appropriate functions 
to be performed by the passengers and the 
relevant features of the airplane to ensure 
the safety of the passengers and crew. 

(d) The airplane may not be offered for 
common carriage or operated for hire. The 
operating limitations section of the AFM 
must be revised to prohibit any operations 
involving the carriage of persons or property 
for compensation or hire. The operators may 
receive remuneration to the extent con-
sistent with parts 125 and 91, subpart F, of 
this chapter. 

(e) A placard stating that ‘‘Operations in-
volving the carriage of persons or property 
for compensation or hire are prohibited,’’ 
must be located in the area of the Airworthi-
ness Certificate holder at the entrance to the 
flightdeck. 

(f) For passenger capacities of 45 to 60 pas-
sengers, analysis must be submitted that 
demonstrates that the airplane can be evacu-
ated in less than 90 seconds under the condi-
tions specified in § 25.803 and appendix J to 
part 25. 

(g) In order for any airplane certified under 
this SFAR to be placed in part 135 or part 121 
operations, the airplane must be brought 
back into full compliance with the applica-
ble operational part. 

Equipment and Design 

3. General. Unless otherwise noted, compli-
ance is required with the applicable certifi-
cation basis for the airplane. Some provi-
sions of this SFAR impose alternative re-
quirements to certain airworthiness stand-
ards that do not apply to airplanes certifi-
cated to earlier standards. Those airplanes 
with an earlier certification basis are not re-
quired to comply with those alternative re-
quirements. 

4. Occupant Protection. 

(a) Firm Handhold. In lieu of the require-
ments of § 25.785(j), there must be means pro-
vided to enable persons to steady themselves 
in moderately rough air while occupying 
aisles that are along the cabin sidewall, or 
where practicable, bordered by seats (seat 
backs providing a 25-pound minimum break-
away force are an acceptable means of com-
pliance). 

(b) Injury criteria for multiple occupancy 
side-facing seats. The following require-
ments are only applicable to airplanes that 
are subject to § 25.562. 

(1) Existing Criteria. All injury protection 
criteria of § 25.562(c)(1) through (c)(6) apply to 
the occupants of side-facing seating. The 
Head Injury Criterion (HIC) assessments are 
only required for head contact with the seat 
and/or adjacent structures. 

(2) Body-to-Body Contact. Contact between 
the head, pelvis, torso or shoulder area of 
one Anthropomorphic Test Dummy (ATD) 
with the head, pelvis, torso or shoulder area 
of the ATD in the adjacent seat is not al-
lowed during the tests conducted in accord-
ance with § 25.562(b)(1) and (b)(2). Contact 
during rebound is allowed. 

(3) Thoracic Trauma. If the torso of an ATD 
at the forward-most seat place impacts the 
seat and/or adjacent structure during test-
ing, compliance with the Thoracic Trauma 
Index (TTI) injury criterion must be substan-
tiated by dynamic test or by rational anal-
ysis based on previous test(s) of a similar 
seat installation. TTI data must be acquired 
with a Side Impact Dummy (SID), as defined 
by 49 CFR part 572, subpart F, or an equiva-
lent ATD or a more appropriate ATD and 
must be processed as defined in Federal 
Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) 
part 571.214, section S6.13.5 (49 CFR 571.214). 
The TTI must be less than 85, as defined in 
49 CFR part 572, subpart F. Torso contact 
during rebound is acceptable and need not be 
measured. 

(4) Pelvis. If the pelvis of an ATD at any 
seat place impacts seat and/or adjacent 
structure during testing, pelvic lateral accel-
eration injury criteria must be substantiated 
by dynamic test or by rational analysis 
based on previous test(s) of a similar seat in-
stallation. Pelvic lateral acceleration may 
not exceed 130g. Pelvic acceleration data 
must be processed as defined in FMVSS part 
571.214, section S6.13.5 (49 CFR 571.214). 

(5) Body-to-Wall/Furnishing Contact. If the 
seat is installed aft of a structure—such as 
an interior wall or furnishing that may con-
tact the pelvis, upper arm, chest, or head of 
an occupant seated next to the structure— 
the structure or a conservative representa-
tion of the structure and its stiffness must 
be included in the tests. It is recommended, 
but not required, that the contact surface of 
the actual structure be covered with at least 
two inches of energy absorbing protective 
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padding (foam or equivalent) such as 
Ensolite. 

(6) Shoulder Strap Loads. Where upper torso 
straps (shoulder straps) are used for sofa oc-
cupants, the tension loads in individual 
straps may not exceed 1,750 pounds. If dual 
straps are used for restraining the upper 
torso, the total strap tension loads may not 
exceed 2,000 pounds. 

(7) Occupant Retention. All side-facing seats 
require end closures or other means to pre-
vent the ATD’s pelvis from translating be-
yond the end of the seat at any time during 
testing. 

(8) Test Parameters. 
(i) All seat positions need to be occupied by 

ATDs for the longitudinal tests. 
(ii) A minimum of one longitudinal test, 

conducted in accordance with the conditions 
specified in § 25.562(b)(2), is required to assess 
the injury criteria as follows. Note that if a 
seat is installed aft of structure (such as an 
interior wall or furnishing) that does not 
have a homogeneous surface, an additional 
test or tests may be required to demonstrate 
that the injury criteria are met for the area 
which an occupant could contact. For exam-
ple, different yaw angles could result in dif-
ferent injury considerations and may require 
separate tests to evaluate. 

(A) For configurations without structure 
(such as a wall or bulkhead) installed di-
rectly forward of the forward seat place, Hy-
brid II ATDs or equivalent must be in all 
seat places. 

(B) For configurations with structure (such 
as a wall or bulkhead) installed directly for-
ward of the forward seat place, a side impact 
dummy or equivalent ATD or more appro-
priate ATD must be in the forward seat place 
and a Hybrid II ATD or equivalent must be 
in all other seat places. 

(C) The test may be conducted with or 
without deformed floor. 

(D) The test must be conducted with either 
no yaw or 10 degrees yaw for evaluating oc-
cupant injury. Deviating from the no yaw 
condition may not result in the critical area 
of contact not being evaluated. The upper 
torso restraint straps, where installed, must 
remain on the occupant’s shoulder during 
the impact condition of § 25.562(b)(2). 

(c) For the vertical test, conducted in ac-
cordance with the conditions specified in 
§ 25.562(b)(1), Hybrid II ATDs or equivalent 
must be used in all seat positions. 

5. Direct View. In lieu of the requirements 
of § 25.785(h)(2), to the extent practical with-
out compromising proximity to a required 
floor level emergency exit, the majority of 
installed flight attendant seats must be lo-
cated to face the cabin area for which the 
flight attendant is responsible. 

6. Passenger Information Signs. Compliance 
with § 25.791 is required except that for 
§ 25.791(a), when smoking is to be prohibited, 
notification to the passengers may be pro-

vided by a single placard so stating, to be 
conspicuously located inside the passenger 
compartment, easily visible to all persons 
entering the cabin in the immediate vicinity 
of each passenger entry door. 

7. Distance Between Exits. For an airplane 
that is required to comply with § 25.807(f)(4), 
in effect as of July 24, 1989, which has more 
than one passenger emergency exit on each 
side of the fuselage, no passenger emergency 
exit may be more than 60 feet from any adja-
cent passenger emergency exit on the same 
side of the same deck of the fuselage, as 
measured parallel to the airplane’s longitu-
dinal axis between the nearest exit edges, 
unless the following conditions are met: 

(a) Each passenger seat must be located 
within 30 feet from the nearest exit on each 
side of the fuselage, as measured parallel to 
the airplane’s longitudinal axis, between the 
nearest exit edge and the front of the seat 
bottom cushion. 

(b) The number of passenger seats located 
between two adjacent pairs of emergency 
exits (commonly referred to as a passenger 
zone) or between a pair of exits and a bulk-
head or a compartment door (commonly re-
ferred to as a ‘‘dead-end zone’’), may not ex-
ceed the following: 

(1) For zones between two pairs of exits, 50 
percent of the combined rated capacity of 
the two pairs of emergency exits. 

(2) For zones between one pair of exits and 
a bulkhead, 40 percent of the rated capacity 
of the pair of emergency exits. 

(c) The total number of passenger seats in 
the airplane may not exceed 33 percent of the 
maximum seating capacity for the airplane 
model using the exit ratings listed in 
§ 25.807(g) for the original certified exits or 
the maximum allowable after modification 
when exits are deactivated, whichever is less. 

(d) A distance of more than 60 feet between 
adjacent passenger emergency exits on the 
same side of the same deck of the fuselage, 
as measured parallel to the airplane’s longi-
tudinal axis between the nearest exit edges, 
is allowed only once on each side of the fuse-
lage. 

8. Emergency Exit Signs. In lieu of the re-
quirements of § 25.811(d)(1) and (2) a single 
sign at each exit may be installed provided: 

(a) The sign can be read from the aisle 
while directly facing the exit, and 

(b) The sign can be read from the aisle ad-
jacent to the passenger seat that is farthest 
from the exit and that does not have an in-
tervening bulkhead/divider or exit. 

9. Emergency Lighting. 
(a) Exit Signs. In lieu of the requirements of 

§ 25.812(b)(1), for airplanes that have a pas-
senger seating configuration, excluding pilot 
seats, of 19 seats or less, the emergency exit 
signs required by § 25.811(d)(1), (2), and (3) 
must have red letters at least 1-inch high on 
a white background at least 2 inches high. 
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These signs may be internally electrically il-
luminated, or self illuminated by other than 
electrical means, with an initial brightness 
of at least 160 microlamberts. The color may 
be reversed in the case of a sign that is self- 
illuminated by other than electrical means. 

(b) Floor Proximity Escape Path Marking. In 
lieu of the requirements of § 25.812(e)(1), for 
cabin seating compartments that do not 
have the main cabin aisle entering and 
exiting the compartment, the following are 
applicable: 

(1) After a passenger leaves any passenger 
seat in the compartment, he/she must be 
able to exit the compartment to the main 
cabin aisle using only markings and visual 
features not more that 4 feet above the cabin 
floor, and 

(2) Proceed to the exits using the marking 
system necessary to accomplish the actions 
in § 25.812(e)(1) and (e)(2). 

(c) Transverse Separation of the Fuselage. In 
the event of a transverse separation of the 
fuselage, compliance must be shown with 
§ 25.812(l) except as follows: 

(1) For each airplane type originally type 
certificated with a maximum passenger seat-
ing capacity of 9 or less, not more than 50 
percent of all electrically illuminated emer-
gency lights required by § 25.812 may be ren-
dered inoperative in addition to the lights 
that are directly damaged by the separation. 

(2) For each airplane type originally type 
certificated with a maximum passenger seat-
ing capacity of 10 to 19, not more than 33 per-
cent of all electrically illuminated emer-
gency lights required by § 25.812 may be ren-
dered inoperative in addition to the lights 
that are directly damaged by the separation. 

10. Interior doors. In lieu of the require-
ments of § 25.813(e), interior doors may be in-
stalled between passenger seats and exits, 
provided the following requirements are met. 

(a) Each door between any passenger seat, 
occupiable for taxi, takeoff, and landing, and 
any emergency exit must have a means to 
signal to the flightcrew, at the flightdeck, 
that the door is in the open position for taxi, 
takeoff and landing. 

(b) Appropriate procedures/limitations 
must be established to ensure that any such 
door is in the open configuration for takeoff 
and landing. 

(c) Each door between any passenger seat 
and any exit must have dual means to retain 
it in the open position, each of which is capa-
ble of reacting the inertia loads specified in 
§ 25.561. 

(d) Doors installed across a longitudinal 
aisle must translate laterally to open and 
close, e.g., pocket doors. 

(e) Each door between any passenger seat 
and any exit must be frangible in either di-
rection. 

(f) Each door between any passenger seat 
and any exit must be operable from either 
side, and if a locking mechanism is installed, 

it must be capable of being unlocked from ei-
ther side without the use of special tools. 

11. Width of Aisle. Compliance is required 
with § 25.815, except that aisle width may be 
reduced to 0 inches between passenger seats 
during in-flight operations only, provided 
that the applicant demonstrates that all 
areas of the cabin are easily accessible by a 
crew member in the event of an emergency 
(e.g., in-flight fire, decompression). Addition-
ally, instructions must be provided at each 
passenger seat for restoring the aisle width 
required by § 25.815. Procedures must be es-
tablished and documented in the AFM to en-
sure that the required aisle widths are pro-
vided during taxi, takeoff, and landing. 

12. Materials for Compartment Interiors. 
Compliance is required with the applicable 
provisions of § 25.853, except that compliance 
with appendix F, parts IV and V, to part 25, 
need not be demonstrated if it can be shown 
by test or a combination of test and analysis 
that the maximum time for evacuation of all 
occupants does not exceed 45 seconds under 
the conditions specified in appendix J to part 
25. 

13. Fire Detection. For airplanes with a type 
certificated passenger capacity of 20 or more, 
there must be means that meet the require-
ments of § 25.858(a) through (d) to signal the 
flightcrew in the event of a fire in any iso-
lated room not occupiable for taxi, takeoff 
and landing, which can be closed off from the 
rest of the cabin by a door. The indication 
must identify the compartment where the 
fire is located. This does not apply to lava-
tories, which continue to be governed by 
§ 25.854. 

14. Cooktops. Each cooktop must be de-
signed and installed to minimize any poten-
tial threat to the airplane, passengers, and 
crew. Compliance with this requirement 
must be found in accordance with the fol-
lowing criteria: 

(a) Means, such as conspicuous burner-on 
indicators, physical barriers, or handholds, 
must be installed to minimize the potential 
for inadvertent personnel contact with hot 
surfaces of both the cooktop and cookware. 
Conditions of turbulence must be considered. 

(b) Sufficient design means must be in-
cluded to restrain cookware while in place 
on the cooktop, as well as representative 
contents, e.g., soup, sauces, etc., from the ef-
fects of flight loads and turbulence. Re-
straints must be provided to preclude haz-
ardous movement of cookware and contents. 
These restraints must accommodate any 
cookware that is identified for use with the 
cooktop. Restraints must be designed to be 
easily utilized and effective in service. The 
cookware restraint system should also be de-
signed so that it will not be easily disabled, 
thus rendering it unusable. Placarding must 
be installed which prohibits the use of 
cookware that cannot be accommodated by 
the restraint system. 
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(c) Placarding must be installed which pro-
hibits the use of cooktops (i.e., power on any 
burner) during taxi, takeoff, and landing. 

(d) Means must be provided to address the 
possibility of a fire occurring on or in the 
immediate vicinity of the cooktop. Two ac-
ceptable means of complying with this re-
quirement are as follows: 

(1) Placarding must be installed that pro-
hibits any burner from being powered when 
the cooktop is unattended. (NOTE: This 
would prohibit a single person from cooking 
on the cooktop and intermittently serving 
food to passengers while any burner is pow-
ered.) A fire detector must be installed in the 
vicinity of the cooktop which provides an au-
dible warning in the passenger cabin, and a 
fire extinguisher of appropriate size and ex-
tinguishing agent must be installed in the 
immediate vicinity of the cooktop. Access to 
the extinguisher may not be blocked by a 
fire on or around the cooktop. 

(2) An automatic, thermally activated fire 
suppression system must be installed to ex-
tinguish a fire at the cooktop and imme-
diately adjacent surfaces. The agent used in 
the system must be an approved total flood-
ing agent suitable for use in an occupied 
area. The fire suppression system must have 
a manual override. The automatic activation 
of the fire suppression system must also 
automatically shut off power to the cooktop. 

(e) The surfaces of the galley surrounding 
the cooktop which would be exposed to a fire 
on the cooktop surface or in cookware on the 
cooktop must be constructed of materials 
that comply with the flammability require-
ments of part III of appendix F to part 25. 
This requirement is in addition to the flam-
mability requirements typically required of 
the materials in these galley surfaces. Dur-
ing the selection of these materials, consid-
eration must also be given to ensure that the 
flammability characteristics of the mate-
rials will not be adversely affected by the use 
of cleaning agents and utensils used to re-
move cooking stains. 

(f) The cooktop must be ventilated with a 
system independent of the airplane cabin and 
cargo ventilation system. Procedures and 
time intervals must be established to inspect 
and clean or replace the ventilation system 
to prevent a fire hazard from the accumula-
tion of flammable oils and be included in the 
instructions for continued airworthiness. 
The ventilation system ducting must be pro-
tected by a flame arrestor. [NOTE: The appli-
cant may find additional useful information 
in Society of Automotive Engineers, Aero-
space Recommended Practice 85, Rev. E, en-
titled ‘‘Air Conditioning Systems for Sub-
sonic Airplanes,’’ dated August 1, 1991.] 

(g) Means must be provided to contain 
spilled foods or fluids in a manner that will 
prevent the creation of a slipping hazard to 
occupants and will not lead to the loss of 

structural strength due to airplane corro-
sion. 

(h) Cooktop installations must provide 
adequate space for the user to immediately 
escape a hazardous cooktop condition. 

(i) A means to shut off power to the 
cooktop must be provided at the galley con-
taining the cooktop and in the cockpit. If ad-
ditional switches are introduced in the cock-
pit, revisions to smoke or fire emergency 
procedures of the AFM will be required. 

(j) If the cooktop is required to have a lid 
to enclose the cooktop there must be a 
means to automatically shut off power to 
the cooktop when the lid is closed. 

15. Hand-Held Fire Extinguishers. 
(a) For airplanes that were originally type 

certificated with more than 60 passengers, 
the number of hand-held fire extinguishers 
must be the greater of— 

(1) That provided in accordance with the 
requirements of § 25.851, or 

(2) A number equal to the number of origi-
nally type certificated exit pairs, regardless 
of whether the exits are deactivated for the 
proposed configuration. 

(b) Extinguishers must be evenly distrib-
uted throughout the cabin. These extin-
guishers are in addition to those required by 
paragraph 14 of this SFAR, unless it can be 
shown that the cooktop was installed in the 
immediate vicinity of the original exits. 

16. Security. The requirements of § 25.795 are 
not applicable to airplanes approved in ac-
cordance with this SFAR. 

[Doc. No. FAA–2007–28250, 74 FR 21541, May 8, 
2009] 

Subpart A—General 

§ 25.1 Applicability. 
(a) This part prescribes airworthiness 

standards for the issue of type certifi-
cates, and changes to those certifi-
cates, for transport category airplanes. 

(b) Each person who applies under 
Part 21 for such a certificate or change 
must show compliance with the appli-
cable requirements in this part. 

§ 25.2 Special retroactive require-
ments. 

The following special retroactive re-
quirements are applicable to an air-
plane for which the regulations ref-
erenced in the type certificate predate 
the sections specified below— 

(a) Irrespective of the date of applica-
tion, each applicant for a supplemental 
type certificate (or an amendment to a 
type certificate) involving an increase 
in passenger seating capacity to a total 
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